Misleading: New York City does
have 468 underground stations,
however it also has 10,500
ppl/km2, compared to Toronto’s
4,200 ppl/km2. Additionally, the
areas of the cities are vastly
different.

Misleading: Mayor Ford changed his
plan after election, but has not in 14
months presented a funding plan for
Sheppard. Only the LRT line has
funding.

Misleading: The Sheppard subway does
not have ridership to support the new 6car modern Toronto Rocket trains, and
would use 4-car T1 trains for many years.

Misleading: Boston has
75 LRT stations, some
underground and some
at surface.

False: Boston has
only 27.6km
underground.

Misleading:
Chicago has 122
stations above
ground.
False: Toronto
has only 52km
underground.

Misleading: SAFE is advocating to stop
construction that is already underway, and
redirect funds toward a subway extension
which would mean no rapid transit for
eastern Scarborough for several decades.

False: NYC has
only 223km
underground.
False: Chicago has only
18km underground and
62km elevated.

The biggest piece of misinformation? No mention of a plan to pay for subways, no
mention of the taxes needed to pay for the construction of subways and then the
operation of empty subways for 100 years while the city grows to finally support
them. Mayor Ford has already said “no new taxes.” Building subways with no
funding is wasting tax dollars.
Original: http://www.mikedelgrande.ca/documents/event20120319.pdf

Comments by:

Misleading illustration of completed subway
a)
b)

Subways don’t spring magically into place fully
formed; extensive construction disruption.
Subways don’t cost the same: they cost 2-3x as
much, plus higher operating costs and more
underground-only jobs required to maintain,
clean, and police the system.

In the 80s we thought
people would get jobs on
Sheppard. The census
shows many didn’t: there
is very little density. So we
have to put transit where
people actually are.

Not everyone:
if we build
subway now
with that $,
Finch and
eastern
Scarborough
get nothing.

False: Mayor
campaigned
on building
subway on
Sheppard, but
nothing for
Eglinton &
Finch.

Misleading photo of construction backup with no completed transit
a)
b)

St. Clair is not LRT, just streetcar in its own lane. Stops are still
very close, stoplights are not timed, vehicles too small.
Construction disruption happens regardless of mode. Spadina
extension currently destroying much of Keele/Finch area;
Sheppard & Yonge was a mess for 7 years.

Misleading
Vehicle
speed is
function of
design.
LRT will
average
22-25
km/h. This
“graph” is
misleading
in scale,
making
subways
appear
twice as
fast as LRT.

All transit modes
can be delayed by
severe weather /
floods, incl. subway.
All forms of rail are
only very rarely
delayed.

Misleading:
LRT is in own
right-of-way,
meaning only
a traffic
accident midintersection in
advance
green could
delay. March
14th 2012:
accident was
cleared in 5
minutes.

False:
Toronto’s
pop. is
projected
to increase
23.7%, and
GTA pop. is
projected
to increase
47.7%, by
2036.

False:
construction
takes longer,
therefore
causes more
congestion
than LRT. Parts
of Sheppard
closed entirely
during subway
construction.

Misleading:
The Yonge
subway has
been shut
down early on
weekends for
tunnel repairs
from 20082013!
False: subways
cannot be
policed by
existing surface
police force.
Special Constables must
patrol.

False:
subways
have higher
operating,
maintenance
and storage
costs.

Misleading:
All neighbourhoods have
different
transit modes.

Not endless: LRT can
be constructed far
faster than subways.
The original Sheppard
LRT plan would have
been completed 2014.

Misleading:
LRT design
will result in
average of
22-25km/h.
That’s 46%66% faster
than buses.

Misleading:
LRT covers
projected
ridership &
population
for Sheppard
past 2051. (at
least 39 years)

False: LRT can
handle up to 15k
passengers per
hour underground, where
the heavy rider
traffic will be.

False: Emergency
vehicles will
have guaranteed
use of LRT lanes
through rounded
curbs, so faster
travel possible.

